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"Haters gonna hate, and ain'ters gonna ain't.â€• ---The Snarky Mandala  Just because Donald

Trumpâ€™s campaign speeches have inspired an entire line of Swear Word Coloring Books,

doesnâ€™t mean we need another coloring book with the F-bomb on the cover. Let's combine that

anger and negativity, add a cup of sarcasm, a dash of passive aggressiveness, and a sprinkle of

sass. Let this simmer on low, deep in your brain, for 20 minutes (or until it glows bright red). Your

SNARK is now ready. As with revenge, this dish is best served cold. Popular recipients of this dish

include: your boss, your mother in law, your ex, and of course, any telephone customer service

representative.  Happy Coloring? Shrug.  Product Details:  Printed single-sided on bright white

paper Premium matte cover finish Soothing seamless patterns on reverse pages Perfect for all

coloring mediums High quality 60 pound paper stock Large format 8.5" wide x 11.0" tall pages   The

Papeterie Bleu collection includes:  Mom Life: A Snarky Adult Coloring Book - ISBN 1533270775

Nurse Life: A Snarky Adult Coloring Book - ISBN 1533081964 Teacher Life: A Snarky Adult

Coloring Book - ISBN 1533134065 Dad Life: A Manly Adult Coloring Book - ISBN 153331568X

Mindful Mandalas: A Mandala Coloring Book - ISBN 1530608759 Southern Sayings & Sass: A

Chalkboard Coloring Book - ISBN 1533320578 Scribbles & Doodles: A Coloring Journal - ISBN

1945888237 Wonderland at Midnight: A Fantasy Adult Coloring Book - ISBN 1533528500
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Love the sayings, you'll laugh and want to hang them when you're done.

Love this. I bought 2 copies as gifts. The sayings are hilarious and the quality is great. Love the

midnight background, it really makes the deaigns pop once they are colored.

I got this as a secret Santa gift for a co- worker and the pages had everyone in the office laughing. It

was definitely a great buy!

Love it!

I love this book! The great big mandalas with words on the inside, you know where they are easy to

read! Too many other coloring books hide their messages in a mess of floral and whatnots. Not this

book. It slaps your face front and center! I love these one sided crisp images on a good quality black

paper. Bonus? cute designs on the back so its not just black. I'm hunting their other books, they

have great quality that I fell in love with!

I AM LIVING FOR THIS!!!!! I am all for adult coloring books, I totally hopped on the bandwagon

when I saw they were a trend because I love coloring and I love art. Not only that but I also love a

little bit of sass. Add those 2 together and you have the best coloring book in the world!The quality

of this is amazing! I was pleasantly surprised to see such a nicely made and thought out book. I

really like the colors in the cover and the back of it. The material is this very smooth finish that just

makes the colors pop, it's also not too hard that you can't manipulate it. I really like that it is so

flexible and you can bend it if you need to. The actual quality of the papers is great as well. They are

not super thin which will make the marker bleed to the other page but it is also not so tough that it

feels like cardboard. It's so easy to color on with different mediums. Whether it be markers, crayons,

colored pencils, etc. It will all look so beautiful on these pages.This book was so very well thought

out and it impresses me. Every single page to color on has a different pattern and snarky remark. I

like that they're not repeated throughout the entire book because that would get repetitive. I like that

the pages are black just in case you color a little outside of the lines, no one would ever know! Not

only that but the page next to it which is a "blank" page isn't really a blank page because it has

some awesome designs to make you feel even more creative and inspired. The company has other

books and I will be sure to check them out because I fell in love with this book and I cant wait to

finish it up.Note: I received this product at a discounted price in exchange for an honest review. All



words are my own and truly what I feel about the product.

This has become my favorite coloring book to use when my children are coloring  just for the

pure fact that I can choose my mood based off of the quote inside of each mandala.I ordered

several coloring books at one time  I haven't used adult coloring books before but my mother

is up SAST with them and since I end up coloring all the time with my kids I thought it would be fun

to try out. This one is my favorite by far because the quality of all of the pages as well as how funny

they are. I ordered a few books that are actually made by the same maker  they all have this

amazing velvety texture to the outer portion of the coloring book. This one is all men dollars that

have some sort of "inside of the image. The pages are one side for coloring, and the back portion is

a black design of some sort for each page. These could very easily be colored in nicely and then

frames and an office for a funky and playful decoration.I would recommend putting in the notes for

shipping when you order these two not bend themÃ¢Â€Â¦ They do not come in a package with any

sort of reference about bending so several of my coloring books within a week were folded in half

and shoved into our itty-bitty mailbox leaving them somewhat bed  I would've been livid if I

had ordered these for gifts and they were bent in half.Review by P. Thomas- I received this product

at a discounted price. My opinion isn't influenced by any discount & I would never give a five star

rating just because I received a discount. I am never paid to leave reviews- I really hope what I have

written has helped in some way. You can always comment with questions and I will try my best to

reply.

This is a great fun book. The sayings are great and they are very easy to color. The black

background is great for me. I only have vision in one eye and everything pops right out. I highly

recommend this coloring book.
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